When a Standard is released for public comment it is crucial that the users of the Standard read it and make any relevant comments.
All of these comments are documented and must be discussed by the committee at a meeting. The discussion outcome is also documented and any changes required are made and eventually the Standard is printed. It is not an easy process. Writing an unambiguous Standard takes time and a lot of discussion. Think back to those tasks you had at TAFE or university when you had to write instructions on how to cook a piece of toast. It is often the little things that can be overlooked, the things you may take for granted. There are certain guidelines that have to be followed and are set out by Standards Australia. The method steps are there to follow so that everyone using the Standard is doing the same thing therefore 
ASM Communication Ambassador Program
The ASM is looking for teams of student and ECR members to volunteer as part of a roster of Communication Ambassadors within the society, who will:
(1) Be in charge of ASM's online communication channels together with a team of ASM members, bolstering the society's networks by sharing your story with scientists, industry, media members and policy makers; (2) Effectively represent the society by using these channels to showcase your work, reveal personal insights into your scientific career, and serve as a public advocate for microbiology.
We are looking for enthusiastic members who are keen to contrib- 
